
Frequently Asked Questions & Answers  
 

1. Do I need to be present day of appointment? 

No. Leave the car unlocked or stash the key and Justin will lock up when complete.  

Please leave a note while booking stating where outlet is located. 

2. Do I need to remove my personal items? 

Preferably Yes. When you clear out the vehicle it makes for a smooth cleansing process.  

If you DO NOT remove your personal items from inside the vehicle and/or trunk space Justin will NOT 

remove said items. (We do not want to touch your personal items.) 

3.  Do I need to reschedule due to bad weather? 

If you have garage available, Justin can move forward with the appointment.   

If you DO NOT have a garage sometimes Justin can pop up a canopy tent. With that, if the weather 

involves rain and wind it is highly likely we will reschedule to avoid the canopy tent from flopping onto 

your luxury vehicle and causing damage. (Justin will assess day of appointment.) 

4. Why does Car Cycle only provide maintenance detail as oppose to full detail services? 

Providing maintenance detail seemed ideal since Justin is a one-man team with approximately 90 

minutes to spare each clients vehicle. (He accommodates 4-5 car per day.) 

Also, we want to serve clients who like to keep their auto investment clean. Stating we only provide 

maintenance detail opens the gate to theses specific clients.   

5. How do I pay Car Cycle?  

Online payment is available at the webpage. Or we accept cash, check, or card. (Venmo, PayPal, 

CashApp, Etc.)  

 

6. Why should I use Car Cycle Mobile Auto Cleanse Services? 

Car Cycle can upkeep your vehicles interior and exteriors for less than the competition. Provide mobile 

services at your location (Everette to Olympia), and offer flat rate pricing ($80 and $50). 

Plus, Car Cycle is a trustworthy two-person business that works hard to provide for three kids.  

 

 

 

 


